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ED I TOR I AL
What a difference a year makes –
or not! At the end of 2020, COVID
dominated nearly every aspect of
our lives. Fast forward to the end of
2021 … and COVID still dictates
many of our movements and impacts
our plans.

TAB L E OF CON TEN TS :
letter” with informative and entertaining reports that showcase the diversity of the community.

In the last year, publishing The Overlook became increasingly challenging. COVID seems to have drained
the spirit out of the community and
Residents of Snowden Overlook have there was a lack of enthusiasm for
made the best of the situation. The
submitting reports. Perhaps an on-line
pool opened on time and some of the quarterly publication is no longer the
restrictions that had been imposed
most effective form of communication
throughout the 2020 season were
for the residents of Snowden Overlifted or eased. The gym has relook?
opened and in response to a resident’s request, is accessible starting
This issue of The Overlook is our last
at 5am! A few events, including the
as editors. It has been an adventure,
ever-popular Indian Dinner and
and a labor of love. Christy recently
monthly Grillin” & Chillin” gatherings summed up our collaboration by rewere enjoyable, and the variety of
marking that “we’ve had a good
cuisines offered by visiting food
run.” Indeed, we have!
trucks encouraged impromptu socializing.
We are very appreciative of the
support the Snowden Overlook comThe Overlook was the brainchild of
munity has given us and excited to
Kendall I resident Janet Brady, who discover what form communication
started it in February 2007 as The
will take in the future.
Kendall News! In January 2015, Christy Wilson and I assumed responsibil- Thank you!
ity for the newsletter and Jan became Editor Emerita. Our goal was to — Pamela Bluh Van Oosten
“combine the traditional features that
Christy Wilson
[had] been the hallmark of the newsEditors
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SOCA NEWS
Pandemic – At this writing, Howard County remains in
the SUBSTANTIAL or HIGH category of community
transmission of the novel coronavirus. This has caused
the board to continue to follow CDC recommendations
by requiring masks by all inside the clubhouse, just as
Howard County has done with its own office buildings.
On the other hand, in recent weeks, the numbers have
shown signs of improving slowly, and we are watching
them carefully. We are hopeful that we will be able
to resume more normal operations in the clubhouse.
But if that doesn’t come to pass soon, we are exploring alternative approaches to safely continue social
activities. Among these is the use of the covered outdoor area on the pool level. Stay tuned.

Committee Chairs – We are very pleased to report
that Mary Sulerud has volunteered to chair the SOCA
Landscape Committee. We look forward to Mary’s
reports and advice.
On the other hand, we are saddened to report that
Rich Turner has resigned as Pool Committee chair and
overall pool coordinator. We have all benefited from
Rich’s steady leadership. Please let us know if you are
interested in serving in this vital role. Without filling
this position, morning pool hours and the pre- and
post- seasons may not be possible next season.

Finally, we still need a chair for the important Clubhouse Committee. Please let any board member know
Clubhouse Staff – WPM has issued a policy requiring of your interest or sign up at the clubhouse office to
all of their employees, including our two clubhouse
serve on any of our committees.
staffers, to either prove that they are, or are in the
process of becoming, fully vaccinated against Covid- Pool – Speaking of committee chairs, many thanks
19 by October 1, or to present a negative coronaagain to Rich Turner and our volunteer CPOs who envirus test result weekly starting October 6.
abled us to have an extended pool season. In addition, Rich arranged for a further extension of the seaThis Newsletter – We all owe many thanks to Pam
son by one week, to October 3. Our pool has been a
Van Oosten and Christy Wilson for their efforts to
bright spot during a dismal pandemic, and it would
produce this high-quality newsletter for years for the not have been as available as it was if it weren’t for
benefit of our community. That they have announced
our volunteers. If you see one of our CPOs, please
that this is their last issue is sad news. If any others
thank them.
wish to volunteer to carry on with the resident newsletter, please let the board know by telling the office
Masks in the Gym – There has been some confusion
staff. The board will support the effort. Thanks again about the use of masks in the gym, possibly due to
to Pam and Christy.
some regrettably unclear signage. We hope that has
been remedied. But to be clear, MASKS MUST BE
Age Restrictions – It is useful to remind ourselves from WORN OVER NOSE AND MOUTH AT ALL TIMES IN
time to time that Snowden Overlook is an age restrict- THE CLUBHOUSE, INCLUDING THE GYM, regardless
ed community. While the specific rules in the docuof vaccination status or distance from others.
ments have a number of exceptions for special circumstances, it is generally the case that each unit must
Gym Opening Earlier – At its 9/27 meeting, in rehave at least one resident of at least 55 years of age sponse to a resident request, the board approved
and none under 19.
changing the earliest time at which the gym door will
open for resident swipe cards from 6 am to 5 am. The
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SOCA NEWS
gym is accessible until 11 pm.

reenter the building. But if you must, please use something thin, such as a magazine AND remove it when
Speed Tables – The contractor has informed us that
you leave. Leaving the door blocked open has althe speed tables should be installed near the end of
lowed birds and other unwelcome visitors to enter the
October or in early November.
building and defeats building security.
– Food and Beverages (other than coffee and tea). If
Entrance Gates – Early in the morning on September stored in the refrigerator or closets or set out for an
26, a non-resident vehicle somehow struck the left side event, these are either SOCA property for use at
of the incoming gate, causing it to become unhinged.
planned events, or the personal property of the staff.
The guard on duty called the police, who responded. Please do not help yourself.
We have their report, although the details of the circumstances remain unclear. At any rate volunteers
2022 Budget – Watch for a draft SOCA budget in
were able to remount the gate, but further repairs
the mail. The board will consider any comments you
were required and have since been made. In an unre- may have before adopting a final budget at its Nolated matter, our security contractor was unable to
vember 11 meeting.
provide a guard the following evening. Finally, some
residents have mentioned that they have sometimes
New Terms for Board Members – Kendall I and Villas
seen the entrance gates open around midnight. While I have reelected Pat Harrington and Lou True respecsuch events could be malfunctions, they may also be
tively to the board for new 3-year terms.
seen during the guard’s check of the clubhouse at that
time each night. The guards sometimes open the gates — Lou True, President
for 20 minutes or so during those checks to avoid inconveniencing residents or visitors during their absence.
UNCLE SOCA NEEDS YOU !!!!!!
Upholstered Chairs - We know that these chairs, most
of which are in the banquet room, are more comfortable than some others. But when these chairs are used
on concrete surfaces, their metal glides become
scratched and have then damaged the
hardwood floors when brought back into the clubhouse. As a result, please do not move upholstered
chairs out onto the patio."

A big thank you to all of the SOCA volunteers who
have graciously helped our community. Even though
the nasty covid curtailed many of our normal clubhouse activities, behind the scenes many volunteers
made things happen.

First, let’s thank Pam Van Oosten and Christy Wilson
for their time and effort producing the Snowden Overlook newsletter. We are hoping others in the communiClubhouse Etiquette – A few reminders:
ty will now help with this as Pam and Christy are pass– Newspapers. Please do not leave them outside. Oth- ing the torch ... so UNCLE SOCA NEEDS YOU!
er users may not be able to find them and they can
blow away and litter the neighborhood.
Second, thank you to Rich Turner as Pool Chair and all
– Patio Doors. We understand the desire to sometimes the CPO’s who made this year’s swim season possible.
prevent a door from latching to make it easier to
Rich is retiring as chair…so UNCLE SOCA NEEDS YOU!
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Third, thank you to the Garden Club ladies who kept the
plants at our entrance and the ones at poolside well watered. Fortunately, we have a new resident and volunteer to chair our SOCA Landscape Committee, Mary
Sulerud … so next growing season UNCLE SOCA WILL
NEED YOU!
Forth, thank you to the chairs and members of the other
SOCA committees who continued to do zoom meetings,
present ideas, and work for the community: Pete Gratton, Gust Mitchell, and Keith Noeges - Maintenance; Jerry Pelch – Safety; Joe Socha – Gym; Ronni True – Clubhouse; Sharonlee Vogel – Social. Special thanks to Mike
Goldblatt who arranges game nights on Zoom and to
Dennis Eichenlaub, our tech guru. We also have openings for chairs for the Clubhouse and Information Technology committees. New committee members most welcome … so UNCLE SOCA NEEDS YOU!

bosa, Professor Emeritus of Entomology at the University
of Maryland, wrote: “… for those that might be interested in a bit less negative perspective on this fascinating
phenomenon and in learning more about the amazing
biology and ecology of these unique species, I really
recommend The Return of the Cicadas. [You may also]
find this short [less than two minutes] video of interest!”
Should your curiosity about entomology be roused, Dr.
Barbosa suggests reading The What and Why of Entomology, a report prepared by the Department of Entomology at Washington State University’s College of Agricultural, Human, and Natural Resource Science.
VETERAN’S DAY

As you know 11 November is Veteran's Day and we
celebrate this event at the Clubhouse each year. This
year will most likely be as in previous years with a gathering of residents at the Clubhouse; hopefully many veterans will be there and can be recognized for their service.

Fifth, thank you to the SOCA Board members who have
worked tirelessly to keep our community safe during
covid (ok, we HATE masks but…) and have made so
many important and difficult decisions for our community: Lou True, Pat Harrington, Steve Reading, Harlan
Rossman, Bob Ellis and others, treasurer, Bob Vogel, and Our ceremony preceding a light lunch will be a special
past Vice President Mark Bloom.
event as Kl resident Janice Porter has offered to sing
our National Anthem and Villas I resident Bob Diener
It truly takes a small army of volunteers to make Snowden Overlook so special. Many of our volunteers have will give a short talk about composer Irving Berlin and
been on the job in some capacity for sixteen years. Give his strong connection with WW1 and the military.
them a thank you and a break. UNCLE SOCA NEEDS
Our first flag was raised on 11 Nov 2011 and so far
YOU!
we have raised 16 flags. All but one were donated on
There is a volunteer sign-up sheet on a table in club- behalf of a Snowden Overlook resident. We have evehouse lobby or let a board member know.
ry hope that this will continue. Christy in the Clubhouse
maintains a list and date of every raising and lowering
I sincerely hope this will not be our last newsletter. plus the history of each donated flag.
Thanks again, Pam and Christy.

We thank all of our Snowden Overlook residents for
their help and support of our military--ACTIVE, RETIRED
AND VETERANS. Don't miss this year's free event. Please
sign up at the Clubhouse to attend so we can plan on the
correct number for lunch.

— Ronni True
CICADA UPDATE
The July 2021 issue of The Overlook included several
comments about the cicadas. In response, Pedro Bar-

— Bob Brady & Jerry Pelch
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CONDO NEWS

KENDALL OVERLOOK (KENDALL I) KENDALL II
As we say goodbye to Summer 2021, it is with gratitude
that we say 'Thank You' to those KII residents who watered
History
the flowers and shrubs in the circle throughout the summer
We are reaching the end of an ongoing project. It all began in months. All of you helped to keep everything looking
late 2015 when our community voted to file a lawsuit against
beautiful at the entrance to our community.
What’s Going on in KO 1?

our builder for deck safety and water infiltration issues. In the
summer of 2019, we reached a financial settlement via media- How about a thank you, too, to those residents who regution. We put together a team (project manager, engineer, and larly tend to their front gardens. Since owners are rerestoration company).
sponsible for replacing dead or dying plants and
Construction
In January 2020, the restoration process began with reinforcing
the deck railings. By spring SRS, our construction company, was
at work removing stone and doors and windows to replace
flashings, reconstruct walls, and secure decks. Many homeowners purchased new doors (at group rates) that have been installed by SRS.

The Good News
Our neighborhood consists of thirteen buildings (78 homes). The
good news is that we now have eight buildings completed, one
building that is about 95% finished, two buildings in process
and two to go. We expect the work to be finished and the
neighborhood to be free of dumpsters, construction trailers,
equipment, and materials by spring of 2022.

shrubs, everyone's effort is essential to maintain an attractive appearance throughout the community.
In response to escalating costs to repair roof water damage, KII has completed the first stage of roof and gutter
replacements. The second and final stage is scheduled for
2023. In addition, exterior painting of trim and doors is
planned for 2022.
Finally, just a reminder to dog owners to ensure that your
pet is adequately harnessed and under control at all
times. We have a wonderful variety of both large and
small pets that we want to keep safe as they inevitably
commingle.

The KO residents have been cooperative, tolerant, and patient Wishing everyone a safe and healthy Fall.
during this disruptive process and that is very appreciated. The
— Frank Rittermann
workmen loved the food and drinks many of you graciously
offered. The entire SRS team, the engineer, and project manager have been great to work with.
Our homes are being physically restored, the value has increased and they are performing very well on the market. All
of us can be proud to be part of this wonderful neighborhood.

Thanks.

KENDALL III

With the arrival of the Fall season, Kendall III (Ovation)
finds itself replacing its roof five years earlier than projected in its Reserve Study. Looking at this situation as a
Neighbors from KO enjoyed a dinner in September at The Pe- glass half full, one would say that Ovation is getting a
riodic Table.
new roof to compliment the new paint covering given the
building earlier this year.
Social Events

Kendall III social committee has renewed its social agenda
following its hiatus during Covid-19. The committee
scheduled “Lunch Out” once a month, a “Meet and Greet”
giving new residents an opportunity to introduce themselves and “Brunch by the Pool.” Those endeavors were
very successful.
Our next event is at The Ale House Columbia on October — Harlan Rossman, President
14.
— Pat Harrington
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VILLAS I

VILLAS II

Election – You should have received, from our management company WPM, a letter inviting any resident to
place their name in nomination for election to one of two
seats on the board with expiring terms. The terms are for
three years. Self-nomination forms were due by October
1st and the election will be held on November 2nd. This is
an important opportunity to serve our community, but it
isn’t the only one. We also have committees which rely on
resident members. If you are interested in either, or both,
I hope you will consider responding. For committee service, please let any board member know of your interest.
Villas I committees include those for Architecture, Landscape, Parking and Traffic, Social and Maintenance. Finally, it is very important that you vote in the November
2 election. You may vote either by proxy ballot or in
person. Instructions will be sent shortly by WPM, listing all
nominees.

Since assuming the position as Villas II President a few
months ago, it’s been non-stop, one project after another.
The Villas II Board has recommitted its energies to maintaining the community’s highly praised landscaping presence. This now includes updated landscaping guidelines,
currently posted on our website, and emailed to all
homeowners along with helpful links to key documents.
Many thanks to Nancy Thomas for her hard work on this
project. We also have new Landscaping leadership. Cindy Grimes has replaced Howard Goodman as the Landscape Committee chair.
A 3-year tree project to ensure security, maintenance,
and appearance, is underway. Overgrown, diseased,
and improperly placed trees will be removed and replaced with more appropriate trees for our environment.
Thanks to Joel Meredith for taking on the project and
interfacing with Brightview, our contractor.

Cold Weather Preparations – It may seem early, but the
onset of cold weather is not far off. Remember to close
the cut-off valves inside your house that control each outside faucet before freezing weather. These cut-offs are
usually located near the furnace and water heater in the
basement. Once you do this, it is also a good idea to
open the outside faucets to let any residual water drain
or evaporate. For more suggestions about maintaining
your home, please see the Villas I Maintenance Checklist
at snowdenoverlook.com. To find it, on the blue band
near the top of the home page, click on Condos / Villas
I / Information. Our website also includes policies, budgets, minutes, house plans, property plats and other useful
information.

In terms of budgetary considerations, Villas II has
switched our insurance carrier to realize cost savings and
increase coverage. We were also successful in getting
Lennar to step up and assume liability for a homeowner’s
water leak, saving the association approximately
$30,000.

On behalf of the community, I wish to extend my appreciation to my fellow Board members Tom Hook (Vice President), Steve Wolf (Treasurer), Nancy Thomas (Secretary),
and James “Al” Royal (Member-at-large), for their support. The Board is making an effort to keep meetings
efficient and meaningful to encourage greater participation from residents. These meetings are a great way to
community. Work sessions, when
2022 Budget – You should have received a draft Villas I learn more about your nd
of the month and
budget in the mail. The board looks forward to consider- needed, are held the 2 Monday
Board meetings are on the 4th Tuesday of the month. Both
ing any comments you may have.
begin at 7:00 p.m. Email reminders, along with the agenda, are sent to all homeowners several days in advance
Fall Gutter and Downspout Cleaning – This work is
scheduled to be carried out on October 11 for the perim- of the meetings.
eter units and on December 6 and 7 for all units.
As I walk through the neighborhood, I am encouraged to
Trip Hazards – A contractor has identified a number of see continued improvements in landscaping. I have always believed that curb appeal drives price appreciapotential trip hazards in concrete surfaces in Villas I.
tion and recent sales have confirmed this. The Garden
Some are on common elements such as sidewalks and
style homes in Villas II have three examples of closings
others are on unit property. Affected unit owners may
expect a letter inviting them to use the same contractor to between $600,000 and $620,000. Traditionally, there
address the issues on their property. The work should be has been about a $100,000 spread between the two
different sized homes in our community. This is a positive
scheduled soon.
trend for this hidden treasure in Howard County.
— Lou True, President
— Bob Ellis, President
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CLUB & COMMITTEE REPORTS
LUNCH & LEARN
On Thursday, November 18th at 12:30, Lunch & Learn
will have a most interesting and captivating guest speaker with a unique career. Retired Merchant Marine Captain Yogesh Bali, who is also a retired Cargo Surveyor,
will fill our hour with his experiences sailing the oceans
around the world.

10/20/2021 - Howard County Nature Center, Monica
Horan, Volunteer and Guide for Robinson Nature Center
11/10/2021 - Columbia Past and Future, Barbara
Kellner, Retired Archivist for Columbia Association
12/15/2021 - Personal Finance, John Magiros, Executive Director for Morgan Stanley
01/19/2022 - Maintaining Mental Well-Being, Karen
Hull, Mental Health Coordinator for Howard County
Health Dept.

NOTE: WE ARE MEETING ON THE THIRD THURSDAY IN
NOVEMBER DUE TO THE THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY. Yogesh noted that he is 'looking forward to sharing my professional life's highlights with our dear commu- — Mike Goldblatt
nity.' Don't miss this event! Sign up at the Clubhouse no
later than November 15th.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE

Hopefully by that time we will be able to bring our
brown bag lunch and eat indoors. Otherwise, weather
permitting we just might be eating on our covered patio. Third possibility: due to Covid restrictions have another "Listen & Learn" event that will be held indoors
without any food allowed. Keep tuned. In any event - it
will be an exciting listening hour for all attendees - adventure on the high seas!

The following SOCA sponsored events have been scheduled for October and November. Except for food trucks,
all events require registration. Fee-based events must
be paid at time of registration. Visit the Clubhouse to
sign-up and pay!
Saturday, Oct. 16 – Bull & Oyster Roast – catered by
Sonny, entertainment by Janise, 6 pm.

— Jan Brady

Wednesday, Oct. 27 – Koco (Korean American Fusion
Food Truck) 4 – 7 pm.

COFFEE WITH CAROL

Friday, Oct. 29 – Grillin’ & Chillin’ 6 pm.

Due to the on-going Coronavirus situation, Coffee with
Carol is temporarily being held via Zoom (instead of in
person). Speakers are being engaged on a variety of
topics including personal finance, staying healthy, and
other resources. The event is held monthly on the third
Wednesday of the month, except in June, July, August
and December) at 10 am (in November it will be on the
second Wednesday.) A Zoom link (with flyer) will be
sent a few days before each event. Please join your
neighbors to stay informed and connected. Mark your
calendar for the following sessions:

Wednesday, Nov. 17 - Coffee with Carol, 10am.
Thursday, November 11 – Veterans Day Event, 11am.
Friday, Nov. 12 - Mix & Mingle, 6pm.
Thursday, November 18 - Lunch & Learn. Speaker:
Yogesh Bali, retired Merchant Marine Captain. 12:30
pm.
For up-to-date information on activities and events, visit
the SOCA activities page on the SOCA website.
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CLUB & COMMITTEE REPORTS
MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE
The Maintenance Committee is responsible for making
minor repairs and handling periodic maintenance in
the SOCA common areas, including the Clubhouse, the
area surrounding the pool, and the Guard House.
Committee members also handle periodic housekeeping tasks such as changing light bulbs and replacing
batteries.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the
committee or would like more information about the
committee’s activities, please call the SOCA Office at
410-872-9311or email Christy Wilson at officemanager@snowdenoverlook.com or Carol Hergenroeder at office@snowdenoverlook.com.
— Pete Gratton, Gust Mitchell, Keith Noeges
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A NEIGHBOR’S REPORT
TIRED OF COVID? TRY
TUTORING

Wyzant allows each tutor to choose the subjects and
levels they are qualified to teach. The qualification
process is quite informal—no downloading teacher
certificates or transcripts, just a narrative statement.
Though my training and experience is broad, I decidA few months after COVID started I realized that it
ed it would be easier to focus on a narrower group. I
was going to last a while. If I continued to spend eve- quickly rewrote my profile to say that I would take
ry day alone in my condominium, I would soon go ab- third to fifth graders, and because I’m good at it and
solutely berserk. What could I do to occupy my time
enjoy it, I chose to teach only math.
and my brain? And what could I do to satisfy my desire to help others?
Wyzant takes care of many of the administrative
Before COVID I had been volunteering in the literacy
program at the Howard County Library. I worked with
two adults, one who spoke Chinese and no English,
and another who spoke English but never learned to
read. Neither was computer literate, and neither
owned a computer. So, when the library decided to
move the program online, I was out of luck.
At the same time, I saw how COVID had thrust many
public-school teachers, parents, and students into total
chaos. Attempts at online education soon sprung up
nationally, with a broad range of teaching methods.
“Synchronous” became the new buzzword for online
classes led by a live teacher. “Asynchronous” classes
were those that were pre-recorded or consisted of
assignments to be completed independently without
supervision.

tasks and offers an imbedded whiteboard feature. (I
like Zoom, so I continued with that.) Tutors set their
own prices - but be forewarned - Wyzant takes a
hefty 25% of the fee, sending the rest to your bank.
They also charge an extra fee to the parents. It is
tempting to bypass Wyzant using Paypal, however, if
Wyzant learns of this, they can remove your account.
Since I was effectively replacing a volunteer job, I
kept my rates competitive and offered generous discounts for long-term clients.
PARENTS

Wyzant is a bit like a dating website. I read the notices from parents who are looking for help and responded to those that interested me. Additionally,
parents can search for tutors using their own criteria,
and a few contacted me specifically.
As with a dating site, you may need to read between
WYZANT
the lines. Some parents on the site believe there is
something wrong with the education their child has
What a good opportunity for me, I thought! A decade received, and by hiring a tutor, the child they describe
earlier, while waiting for my teaching credentials to
a “sweet” or “brilliant” will suddenly blossom and
be transferred from Connecticut to Maryland, I had
thrive. Others list a slew of learning disabilities which
signed up to tutor kids though the Wyzant. Logging in must be accommodated. Still others vaguely want you
to the site, I was pleased to learn that in addition to
to “make math fun” or “make their child want to
the usual in-person tutoring, they had added an online learn.”
component and as I guessed, there were frantic postings from parents needing help.
9
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I chose carefully. Still, I decided to offer a free Zoom
session to meet both the prospective parent and student before agreeing to take them on. The parents I
contracted were honest, caring, available, and realistic.
The disadvantage of finding your own clients is that
you are effectively working for the parent. Unlike a
school situation where you have a principal to back
you up, you are at the mercy of the parent’s whim.
The advantage of Wyzant is that you can easily terminate clients. If, after a few weeks, they turned out
to be difficult, I would tactfully drop them.
CURRICULA

the past year my collection of digital materials has
grown immensely, as a result of the efforts of classroom teachers who clearly spent the year reenvisioning their entire profession. They quickly produced a boatload of materials, offering them for sale
at decent prices at Teachers Pay Teachers.
Like all the classroom teachers who were now working
from home, my laptop needed upgrading. I invested
in a drawpad and a document camera. My Wacom
drawpad, at $75 has proved most useful. With it I
can write and draw directly on Zoom’s whiteboard
and on any of my shared documents. A couple of my
older students are also using drawpads. I also bought
an inexpensive document camera and downloaded
some free software from IPEVO. This allows me to
share textbooks and workbooks for which there is no
digital version. I also use it for demonstrations and
manipulatives.

I’d made a conscious decision to limit myself to math.
Since Common Core’s introduction, I thought differences between the various curricula would be minimal.
I was wrong. I have had students from nearly a dozen THE STUDENTS
different school systems, and the variety of approaches to teaching math is massive.
The most important part of tutoring is my contact with
the students. Though my training is K-5, I felt that I
Some of the curricula posed their own peculiar chalwould have difficulty tutoring younger children online.
lenges. One student attended a French immersion pro- This proved true. A few of the third graders I worked
gram. The fact that the last time I studied French was with were only marginally able to handle the chal1968 was only half the battle. The curriculum the
lenge. One kept dropping his computer and had to
school followed was a very theoretical model derun and find mom to log back on. The one second
signed by the San Francisco Unified School District. grader I have now has mom or dad sitting next to him
Fortunately, the English version was available online, during the session. While that is not ideal, it helps him
so I could tell what was being taught although I found stay focused.
the approach a little too “west coast” for my dominant left brain.
My first student was my longest-lasting. A spunky
fourth grade girl, A. was struggling with anxiety issues
MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
at the beginning of the year, but by the end she was
chattering and sharing stories of her dance and art
At the beginning of the year, I had no teaching mate- classes and looking forward to the challenges of fifth
rials. I quickly bought used copies of the most widely grade. F. joined me a little later. Also in fourth grade,
used textbooks from eBay, but since I was teaching
I got to witness her family’s COVID challenges. They
via Zoom, I also needed downloaded materials. Over left their Scarsdale home to stay with family in Flori10

A NEIGHBOR’S REPORT
da, and for a time I was her primary teacher.
Two third graders stand out. S. a smart girl in San
Francisco delighted in solving problems in her head.
When I told her she didn’t have to learn ALL her times
tables before fourth grade, she took it as a challenge
and memorized the lot. M. a delightful girl in Georgia
worked extra hard to learn material that was difficult
for her.
Lest you think I only tutor girls, my current students are
two brothers, in 2nd and 4th grades. They are homeschooled, so I see them three times a week. They live
close by in Glen Burnie, but we are still on the computer. This was a good decision, because a couple of
weeks ago mom and two of the children came down
with COVID. All are okay now and looking forward to
a successful school year.
I credit this endeavor to keeping me sane, occupied,
and challenged. If you feel the need such an activity,
check out the website. There are many students - both
children and adults - who are seeking help in a wide
variety of subjects.
— Margaret Vincent
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BOOK NOOK

EVENING BOOK CLUB
Coordinator: Christie Kuhn - skippytwin@yahoo.com

OCTOBER

The Housekeeper and the Professor, by Yoko Ogawa
Published in Japan in 2003, an English
translation was published in 2009.
The novel won the Hon’ya Taisho, the
prestigious Japanese bookseller’s
award in 2004. In 2006 it was
adapted as a movie, The Professor’s
Beloved Equation. It is a bitter-sweet
story of a housekeeper and her young
son, who works for an elderly retired
professor of mathematics with a traumatic brain injury. As a result, he is only able to remember 80 minutes in the present but is able to recall details from his life before the accident.

JANUARY 2022
West With Giraffes, by Lynda Rutledge
Part adventure, part historical saga, this
book is based on the incredible, but true
story about a young rowdy, a centenarian,
and an adventurous female photographer
on a mission to deliver two giraffes to the
San Diego Zoo.

FEBRUARY
The Leavers, by Lisa Ko
Eleven years after arriving in New
York, an undocumented immigrant
from China disappears, leaving behind her young son. He is adopted
by a white family but as an adult he
begins to search for his mother. The
book won the 2016 Pen/Bellwether
Prize for Socially Engaged Fiction.

NOVEMBER

East Wind, West Wind: the Saga of a Chinese Family, by
Pearl Buck
East Wind, West Wind was Pearl Buck’s
first novel, published in 1930. It is a
classic coming-of-age novel about a
young Chinese woman torn between
Eastern and Western cultures. It is a sensitive, early exploration of the crosscultural themes that went on to become a
hallmark of Buck’s acclaimed novels.

DECEMBER

A Widow for One Year, by John Irving
Richly comic, as well as deeply disturbing, this is a multilayered love story of
astonishing emotional force. Both ribald
and erotic, it is also a brilliant novel
about the passage of time and the relentlessness of grief.

*****
The following titles have been selected for March
through June 2022:
March: The Extraordinary Journey of the Fakir Who
Got Trapped in an IKEA Wardrobe, by Romain Puertolas
April: West with the Night, by Beryl Markham
May: The Girl with 7 Names, by Hyeonseo Lee
June: The Midnight Library, by Matt Haig
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BOOK NOOK

MORNING BOOK CLUB
Coordinator: Barbara Maloney - barbaramaloney@comcast.net

DECEMBER

OCTOBER

Serious Men, by Manu Joseph

The Vanishing Half, by Brit Bennett

This novel juxstaposes the “hardships and
The Vignes twin sisters will always be identistruggles of the poor in India [with] the stark
cal. But after growing up together in a
reality of the prejudice of the caste system.]
small, southern, black, community and runFunny and irreverent, Serious Men is both a
ning away at age sixteen, it's not just the
hilarious portrayal of runaway egos and amshape of their daily lives that is different as bitions and a moving portrait of love and its strange
adults, it's everything: their families, their
workings.
communities, their racial identities.
JANUARY 2022
Many years later, one sister lives with her black daughter in the same southern town she once tried to escape. The Girl Who Wrote in Silk, a Novel of Chinese ImmigraThe other passes for white, and her white husband
tion to the Pacific Northwest, by Kelli Estes
knows nothing of her past. Still, even separated by so
“This is the story of two women, separated
many miles and just as many lies, the fates of the twins
by centuries … but bound by a length of
remain intertwined. What will happen to the next gensilk. Between them, the dark history of Oreration, when their own daughters' storylines intersect?
cas Island and the Chinese Exclusion
NOVEMBER
Act.” [Publisher’s Description]
The Warmth of Other Suns: the Epic Story of America’s
Great Migration, by Isabel Wilkerson

FEBRUARY 2022

The book tells the stories of three Black
Americans who moved from the South to cit- Hamnet, by Maggie O’Farrell
ies in the Northeast, Midwest (Chicago), and
[Readers] “of this novel will be challenged by
the West (Los Angeles) during the Great Mithe urge to press ahead and discover how the
gration of the 1930s. The author combines
story unfolds, but resisting all the while to sathe personal stories with thoroughly revor the stunningly gorgeous writing. In any
searched historical facts. The book won the National
time, but particularly during this time of the
Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction as well as a
pandemic,
grief and the yearning for some shred of
host of other prizes.
consolation
are treated with such graceful and sensitive
.
measure.”
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TRAVEL
AN EPIC ADVENTURE

faces, sand, gravel, mud and all those things that are not so road
bike friendly. We didn’t get any rain while we were riding but it did
rain a couple of times overnight. The following mornings there was a
bit of mud, some sand, and one place where the trail was flooded.
Opened in 2007, The Great Allegheny Passage (GAP) trail is one
of the longest rail trails in the country and runs 150 miles from Pitts- Nothing was very difficult to ride through, but I was glad I had my
burg, PA to Cumberland, MD. The crushed limestone path is in excel- new bike. In general, I was amazed at how smooth the surface was
and how easy it was to ride on. It was smoother than some of the
lent condition and makes for a beautiful, smooth ride for a great
adventure. The route follows old railbeds along scenic rivers, passing paved roads I ride! You can easily do this trail with any bicycle in
through small ‘trail towns,’ traveling across viaducts and through tun- good condition. The recommendations are at least 28mm tires, but
you don’t need anything fancy, just a hybrid or touring bike would
nels. Except at the start in Pittsburg and entering a couple of towns,
the entire route is traffic free with no road crossings. In Cumberland, do.
the GAP connects to the Chesapeake & Ohio (C&O) trail to continue
My other worry while we were planning this trip were the viaducts.
to Washington, DC, another 180 miles. The surface of the canal is
A viaduct is a bridge made of a series of arches because the span is
dirt and stone and a rougher ride than the GAP.
too long for a single arch. Long bridges, 100’ in the air, were a very
This summer I rode the GAP from Pittsburg to Cumberland in a 5-day scary thought for this person who is afraid of heights. I originally
trip with my sister and her family. On a beautiful Saturday in June, I volunteered to drive any part of the trail over a viaduct, but I ended
met my niece in Cumberland where we left our cars in a designated up riding over all of them! I do admit to holding my breath, and I
didn’t stop to enjoy the views, but I conquered all of them and kept
overnight parking area and boarded the train with our bags and
riding. In particular, the views from the 1908’ long Salisbury Viaduct
bicycles. We were met by the rest of the group in Pittsburg where
near Meyersdale, Pa were beautiful, as I can attest from the photos
we explored for the weekend before starting our journey.
that my family took while I hurried to get off the bridge!
We chose to do this route with our own sag wagon. My sister’s car
There were highlights every day on this trip. The scenery was just
came with us along the route, carrying all our gear. We took turns
amazing. In downtown Pittsburg from Point State Park, we had views
driving. We usually asked, “who would like to drive the next portion?” and always had a volunteer who needed a rest! We had res- of three rivers and funiculars climbing the hill on the opposite bank.
We watched white water rafters challenging the rapids in Ohiopyle.
ervations each night at B&Bs along the way, with easy trail access.
This was a leisurely trip, no hurry, no rush. We weren’t breaking any There was a majestic view of four states after exiting the 3,294’ long
speed records. We took time to enjoy the scenery, take photos, and Big Savage tunnel. We also had history and geography lessons
along the way. In Ohiopyle you can take a shuttle to visit Frank
stop for long picnic lunches along the way. We rode 30-43 miles
each day, starting late morning after breakfast and packing the car, Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater. I learned that the GAP is a part of the
September 11th National Memorial Trail that connects the World
and getting to the next B&B late afternoon.
Trade Center, Flight 93 and Pentagon Memorials. We climbed to the
Eastern Continental Divide at 2,400’ for a geography lesson, and
The trail was amazingly well maintained and smooth. For the most
later crossed the Mason Dixon Line. Call me crazy, but in Frostburg,
part, the trail is wooded and shady, quiet, and peaceful. We also
I had fun riding up the switchback, a series of sharp turns cut into the
were traveling in early June, so the trail was very uncrowded. The
side of a large hill, to climb to the top for lunch. I did it twice beGAP can apparently be quite busy during peak season with hikers,
cause on the way down I realized there were a series of cool sculpjoggers, and cyclists, but we only saw a few other travelers each
tures along the way. The rest of the family did not think it was fun!
day. And the weather was fantastic! The mornings were cool, but
afternoons were in the 70’s, perfect bicycling weather!
There are many ways to do this route. There are companies that lead
trips and make all the arrangements for you. They provide shuttle
Some of my favorite things along the route were the very things I
service to get you to the start, make all the reservations, move your
was most ‘worried’ about before we started. I’m usually a road cyclist and had never ridden any distances on unpaved paths. I took my gear from town to town and provide guides along the way. Some
groups camp and others stay at inns. There are also companies that
new cyclocross bike on the trip, purchased for just such an adventure, because it has wider tires. I pictured deep ruts and uneven sur- will shuttle your luggage and deliver it to your next destination when
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TRAVEL
you make your own plans. Other people, like us, plan the entire trip
on their own. We saw a few groups travelling completely unsupported, carrying all their gear on their bicycles, and staying at inns or
setting up camp in free camping areas along the trail. We also met
folks who were doing day trips and riding just a segment or two of
the trail. This trail is a very doable ride for almost anyone who can
ride a bike. There is no hurry, and you can move at your own pace.
The trail is smooth and easy on the bones! There are no hills to climb,
and you just follow the path so getting lost would be very hard to do.
There are plenty of facilities, bike shops, bike tools available, restaurants and places to stay along the way.
This trail is also not just about biking. We met an older couple on the
trip; he was riding his bicycle, while she drove the car with their bags.
She was very happy exploring the trail towns along the way, taking
short hikes, bird watching and sitting by the rivers reading a book. In
the evenings we played card games, took walks around town and
relaxed. In Ohioplye, some of our group went white water rafting.
This is also the place to hop a shuttle to Fallingwater or to the Flight
93 Memorial.
The last day of our trip, from Meyersdale, PA, we climbed to the highest point on the trail, 2400’, then downhill to Frostburg and into Cumberland. The trail from Pittsburg to Cumberland climbs with a very
gentle 1% incline to the Eastern Continental divide. In this direction the
uphill is almost unnoticeable. The downhill, on the other hand, was fun,
with no need to pedal! Though it’s possible to do the trip in either direction, travelers in the opposite direction have 24 miles of relentless
uphill in the sun, and it’s noticeable. Traveling from Cumberland to
Pittsburg, for most of the trail you are also subject to riding into the
wind. (Ask me how I know these things!)
Pulling into Cumberland, seeing the end of the trail, we felt a great
sense of accomplishment. It was an epic adventure, and we all had a
great time! I rode 180 miles, and it was an unforgettable adventure.
We are ready to plan our next one!
If you’re interested in riding any part of the amazing GAP trail, ask
me about my trip!
— Becky Socha, Kendall I
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FOR YOUR HEALTH
WHAT TO EXPECT FROM BREAKTHROUGH INFECTIONS (AND HOW TO
AVOID THEM)
It is possible to have a breakthrough COVID-19 infection
even if you're fully vaccinated. The symptoms usually last 2
weeks and are less likely to result in hospitalization or death.
Those with breakthrough infections can infect others, so if you
are concerned, consider getting tested. If you test positive,
stay at home and contact your doctor. You can avoid getting a breakthrough infection by wearing a mask, keeping
socially distant, staying away from large gatherings, and
abstaining from non-essential travel. For more information
about breakthroughs, visit the WebMD website and see
the NPR article about Will Stone's breakthrough case.
— Mike Goldblatt

AVOIDING PANDEMIC FATIGUE
Tips for avoiding burnout from Pandemic Fatigue.
Be flexible about changing routines as guidelines are
revised
Consider dining in with another couple
Share feelings with family members and friends
Create new traditions like a weekly movie night or card
game at home
Check out additional articles about improving daily routines, finding peace of mind, and stopping pandemic fatigue.
— Mike Goldblatt
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RICH’S CORNER
SNOWDEN OVERLOOK BIKE
RALLY

PICKLES
My family makes and we all love pickles. Over the
last few years, with three “deli” buddies, I’ve visited over 50 delis in the Washington to NYC corridor. We write a blog about our visits and among
other things, rate the pickles. As a member of several “deli” Facebook pages, I’ve also had lots of
opportunities to compare notes. Here are my favorite store-bought pickles. An important note – of
my deli buddies, I’m the only one who prefers fullsours. The rest prefer half-sours. My favorites below, in order of preference. (In the refrigerated
sections).

Over 15 residents showed up for our bike rally last
month. We met at the clubhouse and rode two laps
around the community. It was lots of fun, was great
meeting everybody, and plenty of onlookers
cheering us on. We had all levels of bikers, from a
few who just want to ride around the neighborhood, to someone like Larry, whose email address
starts with cycleforfun. Becky and Mike talked
about leading bike rides around the Columbia area or on well-known bike trails such as the Baltimore and Annapolis Trail near the airport. If you’re
not on our bike list, send me an email at Richardblackman@comcast.net or join our Facebook
group, https://www.facebook.com/
groups/656983811522960.

Full Sours:
Sonoma Brinery Fresh Pickles Whole Koshers (Trader Joe’s)
Bubbie’s Kosher Dill Pickles (Mom’s,
Wegmans)
Batampte Garlic Dill (Harris Teeter, sometimes Giant)
Half Sours:
Park Street Deli Half Sours (Aldis)
Batampte Half Sours (Harris Teeter, sometimes Giant)

Bike Rally Participants

Quote of the Month:
Things turn out best for the people who
make the best of the way things turn out.
— John Wooden
— Richard Blackman

Facebook Page
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